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ON CULTURE

Like most schools, KCAD is a culture in and of itself. One of  
our main goals is to expand our students’ skills and critical  
thinking abilities to prepare them for impactful careers in  
art and design. KCAD teaches and develops culture creators,  
those who shape and reshape the cultural landscape in  
which we live and interact. This edition of Portfolio is about  
locating culture in art and design, a task well-suited for a  
school interested in educating those who create the very 
visual and performed expressions that help inform our 
cultural experiences. And in thinking about the place of  
culture and its diverse permutations throughout the world, I  
challenge the KCAD community to think about how a global  
approach to art and design can enrich both ourselves and our  
efforts to mold future creators for the 21st century.   

Dr. Jordan Fenton, Professor of Art History

 Read Fenton’s entire essay in the iPad version of Portfolio.

ON A MISSION

Kendall College of Art and Design of Ferris State University (KCAD)  
has a simple mission: to develop artists and designers who make  
a difference, doing art and design that matters. KCAD believes in 
impact. We choose achievement over perfection, boldness over 
complacence, and learning over acceptance. Portfolio continues to  
evolve with KCAD, and we are committed to constant improvement.

Let us know what you think: what should be kept, discarded, or 
improved. And let us know if you have ideas or stories for our  
writers and artists to dig into. You can always reach us at 
kcadcommunications@ferris.edu.

 Portfolio is also available for iPad. Download the latest  
 issue from iBooks (search KCAD) for all the articles plus 
additional exclusive content. Anywhere you see this symbol, 
there’s more to discover.

ON THE COVER

Inspired by the quote from Buckminster Fuller in our article “Changing the  
Course” (page 12), this issue’s cover artist, Yohan Daza, set about exploring  
how artists and designers impact the culture around them. Using the idea 
that exploration and creation are what make an artist and through that they  
influence humanity and change culture, Daza visualized a world where 
artists and designers are creating not only images and objects, but also 
affecting the experience of the world for those around them. In his own life,  
Daza is using art to influence culture to stand up to bullying. Read more 
about his efforts in the Alumni Profile on page 14. You can also see more 
of his art at theartofyohandaza.com. 

“ Receiving this award affirms  
 my belief in the impact art and  
 audience have on each other.”
 — Sonya Clark, artist, speaking about sharing the Juried Grand Prize as part  
  of ArtPrize 2105. Her piece “The Hair Craft Project” was part of The Fed Galleries’  
  award-winning “I AM: Money Matters” exhibition.

SEEN & HEARD

13 14

KCAD students once again showed off their imagination and skill at the 
Halloween Party. The annual event features food, fun, and a spectacular 
contest for best costume, judged by KCAD alumni.

This past fall, KCAD hosted 390 students (plus 
their guests) for a National Portfolio Day event.

Mary Free Bed Vice President of Advancement Timothy J. Pietryga  
(left), KCAD Director of Community Engagement Katie Moore 
(center), and Illustration and Graphic Design student Jennifer 
Bafile (right) in front of a mural painted by Bafile and fellow  
students Anthony Cairo (Drawing) and Jason Betzing (MFA Painting).

Students listen to a presentation on how to get value from a design career by Craig Welsh, 
one of a number of speakers at KCAD’s first ever Career Symposium.

Aaron Draplin talks with a KCAD student. His visit 
to campus in October was made possible through 
a collaboration between AIGA West Michigan and 
the KCAD Alumni Association.

“ We’re not just learning how to  
 make stuff for the sake of getting  
 a job. We’re not selling insurance— 
 let’s remind ourselves of that.”
 — Aaron Draplin, Owner/Founder, Draplin Design Co. (DDC), encouraging KCAD students  
  to push themselves during a visit to campus in October.

Sonya Clark poses in front of part of her piece “The Hair Craft Project.” 
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  “Exploring culture will  
go as far as you chase  
it because it gets at the 
fundamentals of what 
makes us human.” 

 — Dan Klyn, co-founder and  
  information architect at  
  The Understanding Group

to an individual’s personal history and reality all represent 

succinct differences in culture, Klyn says. 

Even the ways in which we perceive past cultures are shaped 

by the contemporary culture of today. We tend to look back and  

see history in a certain light, yet that approach distills other 

aspects of that culture that were very much ingrained. Beatniks  

like Jack Kerouac were an ever-present force in America during  

the ‘50s and early ‘60s, yet for the most part, we look back at 

that time and largely see a culture of mass consumerism. Sub- 

cultures such as this form the larger cultural picture, yet the 

influence of those sub- and countercultures on the more 

dominant cultural forces of the day can get overlooked when 

viewed through the lens of time.

However, Jordan Fenton, a professor of Art History at KCAD, 

sees history as the influencer rather than the other way around.  

In his work, Fenton has spent an extensive amount of time 

living in Africa and studying African art history, specifically 

masquerades, secret societies, and how historical circumstances  

have shaped cultural expression.

 “We’re constantly reinterpreting the past to help us move forward,”  

Fenton says. “And in our interpretations we develop more layers  

of these mythologies that we haven’t made sense of completely.”

As humanity progresses, those different layers of cultural realities  

will continue to evolve and be reshaped, Klyn says. But because  

culture is so embedded into humanity, those cultural shifts are  

unlikely to follow any sort of pattern.

 “There are so few things we can say with certainty about culture,  

but that’s one of them, it’s alive,” he says. “It’s what people do,  

so it’s alive. It’s what people do, so it’s full of contradictions. It’s  

what people do, so it’s self-aware and not self-aware at the same  

time. It’s a mess.” 

With culture constantly evolving, reshaping, and layering on  

top of itself, it begs the question, what’s next? It’s been widely  

theorized that as technology advances and worldwide  

connectivity increases, humanity will be pushed ever closer to  

one singular global culture. With world events and communication  

spreading instantaneously, and an increasing onus placed on  

people being “plugged in,” it seems easy for humanity to make  

that leap. 

However, even though mass connectivity—largely shaped by  

a Western perspective—looms over the world, cultures in the 

digital age are making a strident push to retain their uniqueness  

and forge new layers of culture on their own terms, Fenton says. 

 “It’s not that they don’t break Western influence, but they are 

constantly rekindling their heritage in new and interesting ways,”  

Fenton says. “Yes, there is this sort of cloud that’s hanging over;  

however, I don’t think it will ever be 

this sort of homogenization  

of culture throughout the 

globe. 

I think there is 

a steady pushback 

against that.”

For as much as culture shapes 

the fabric of humanity, the 

relationship between the two is 

symbiotic. Culture’s constant 

evolution gives people the 

chance to interact and shape both  

their personal cultures and that of  

the world around them. Learning,  

conversing, collaborating, and 

exploring the unknown are all 

opportunities to shape the  

culture of tomorrow. 

 

 “If culture is the mechanism  

that makes it possible for us  

to conceptualize anything,  

then what isn’t culture?” Klyn  

asks. “Maybe that’s the  

better question.”  

 “Exploring culture will go as far as you chase it because it gets  

at the fundamentals of what makes us human,” says Dan Klyn,  

co-founder and information architect at The Understanding  

Group in Grand Rapids and lecturer at the University of Michigan.  

In all of his work, Klyn constantly investigates both how 

information shapes culture and how cultural perspectives 

influence the perception of information. 

Dictionary definitions often tout culture 

as something beautiful or  

exotic, a thing to be admired, the 

pinnacle of humanity’s creation. 

But there are plenty of cultural 

mores and artifacts that are not  

exactly representative of the 

height of human achievement. 

Perceived or not, that disparity 

between beauty and reality 

filters down into our daily lives, 

forming our current cultural 

reality, influencing what we  

eat, how we think, and how  

we shape our perspectives.

Instead of settling on the dictionary definition, Klyn suggests  

a simpler understanding, attributed to the musician Brian Eno:  

 “Culture is all the stuff we don’t have to do.” Some anthropologists  

have argued that in light of not possessing great physical strength  

or natural weapons, humans developed symbol and language  

systems to survive. As the day-to-day needs for language and  

symbols were satisfied, excess expression evolved and formed  

the basis for what’s developed over time into “human culture.” 

 “Maybe a better way of finding out where culture starts and stops  

is by looking at the [expressions of it] that weren’t necessary,” 

Klyn says. “Cursive rendering, the use of beauty on purpose, going  

to a play, all of the stuff we don’t have to do. That’s pretty weird.”

Yet defining culture is a fleeting notion by nature, and even if  

a definition could be agreed upon, it would still be limiting. Just  

as the word “culture” can refer to a cluster of living bacteria, the  

very essence of human culture is alive and ever-changing, Klyn  

says. Over time, the notions of culture have changed as the 

world experienced its various advancements. The Agricultural  

Revolution created the basis for mass sustained living; the 

Italian Renaissance brought a reinvigorated focus on the arts,  

literature, and education; and the Industrial Revolution created  

a culture around machines and making, largely leading to the  

Digital and Information Revolutions of today. Cultural mores 

around matters such as the acceptance of homosexuality, 

the role of women, and the proliferation of technology 

all change and shift in a region as its residents 

come and go and new generations bring 

different perspectives. Traditional  

borders dissolve, and new lines are 

drawn. People are brought together  

and driven apart. Cultures both new  

and old ebb and flow with one another,  

sometimes moving in the same 

direction and other times clashing.

Differences in culture know few 

boundaries and aren’t bound to 

geographical areas. Religions, ethnic 

backgrounds, and even down 

What is culture? Ask anyone on the street and you’re not likely to get the same answer twice.  
Is it language? Social customs? Popular culture? What about fine art or modern design? The  
idea of culture is innate, but understanding it proves more elusive. So what is this invisible 
force, this presence that, though sometimes barely noticed, envelops everyone and everything?  

by John Wiegand
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All-Access Pass
When we create anything, we tend to think of the act as one of self-expression. But in that moment when a  
painting is hung on the wall, or when a blueprint becomes reality, something larger emerges. Another voice  
joins the grand conversation to ask, what is art? What is design? Who are we? What is this world all about? 

by Kyle Austin 

From prehistoric cave paintings and Roman aqueducts to street graffiti  

and 3D printing, human creativity and human culture have always been in  

constant conversation with one another. As creators and consumers, we are  

always exploring the ever-shifting landscape of culture, not just to try and  

understand it, but to become more actively engaged in shaping it as well. 

Consider the artists of the European Renaissance, whose quest for  

realism in their work was both influencing and influenced by the culture  

of inquiry that was developing around them. Or the music, literature, and  

visual art that fueled the American counterculture movement of the 

1960s. Or the user experience and user interface designs that have given  

rise to a contemporary culture driven by devices and aimed at global 

interconnectedness. Human history is a living, breathing case study of the  

connection between culture and creativity. Impactful creators then, says  

KCAD Art History professor Karen Carter, must also be voracious historical  

scholars. “If students are not participating in some sort of dialogue with  

the past, they are not going to be a part of the conversation today.”

Carter believes that understanding how culture and ideas about it have  

shifted over time also helps developing creatives get beyond the myth 

of self-expression. “Every culture in the world creates some sort of visual  

culture or objects, so part of what I try to emphasize with the students 

is that they’re part of a tradition of making that goes back millennia. In 

some ways I think that might be sort of reassuring—they’re part of an 

ongoing process to figure our world out through visualization.” 

When we become students of culture, we understand that the power of  

art and design extends beyond aesthetics or technical mastery, and an  

expanded sense of possibility emerges. For KCAD MFA Painting student  

Ricardo Gonzalez, the transformation began when he started getting 

involved with community art centers, after-school and in-school art 

programming, volunteer art programs, and public mural projects as an 

undergrad in Chicago. Suddenly, he wasn’t just thinking about what he 

was creating, but about how his creativity could touch other people, 

places, and ideas. 

In the summer of 2013, Gonzalez and his friends Christina Elizabeth 

Rodriguez and Erick Roho Garcia founded the EXPO Collective. Based in  

Chicago’s Pilsen neighborhood, the art collective organizes exhibitions,  

public murals, and community art events that intend to create a culture  

where people don’t feel intimidated by art or excluded from participating  

in it. In each of the six exhibitions that EXPO has put on, Gonzalez estimates  

that half of those who attended came from outside the artistic community.  

Likewise, some of the neighborhoods the group works with went from 

having little previous artistic engagement to embracing the sense of 

community and identity that develops when they create together. 

 “When art can engage multiple people, be created 

by multiple people, and hopefully be preserved or 

exhibited by and for multiple people, it becomes part 

of the culture and has some effect on the people 

involved in it,” Gonzalez said. 

This summer, EXPO is putting on its visual arts festival  

in Chicago—The Quetzal Art Festival—where artists  

will conduct community workshops and publicly  

create large-scale pieces to be donated to nonprofit  

and community-based organizations.

Here in West Michigan, KCAD Painting professor 

Margaret Vega is driving the creation of a similarly 

inclusive culture with Site Studio, an initiative that 

engages youth from downtown Grand Rapids’  

surrounding neighborhoods in activities that expand  

their idea of what art is and what it can do. 

KCAD student volunteers come to the community  

in which youths live and conduct after-school art 

projects and workshops. By teaching the kids from 

an early age that creativity is not only something that  

they have, but that also has the capacity to transform,  

it helps create a culture where widespread creative 

engagement happens organically. “We’re trying to 

approach this not as a craft activity to fill time, but 

with more of an educational component to it,” Vega 

said. “In all of the arts, whether it’s music, dance, or 

visual art, there’s that opportunity to bridge.”

Under the brand of artlink, an organization Vega 

created in 2014, plans are in motion to expand Site  

Studio’s work by adding an artist-in-residence program,  

a speaker series, and an open workshop hosted at 

KCAD. Ultimately, Vega hopes to see the initiative 

break down some of the self-imposed barriers that 

prevent people of different neighborhoods, ethnicities,  

and social backgrounds from participating in the city’s  

creative culture. 

 “I hope to continue to connect neighborhoods with 

artists to open young people and their families up to 

a potential interest in the arts, but it’s actually bigger  

than art,” Vega said of Site Studio. “We want to get 

all of these pods within our community crossing 

over and mixing together.”

No cultural change, however, is permanent, nor does  

cultural development follow a linear progression. It’s  

tempting to always think of the present as a sort of 

cultural apex, but KCAD Art History professor Erica 

Morawski says the truth is much more complicated 

than that.

 “That kind of thinking suggests this teleological  

progression where we end up as being the best now,  

and people in the past lacked knowledge or were 

misinformed. It’s more productive to think of culture  

as dynamic and constantly shifting, not static. We 

look at our present culture and say ‘Aren’t we so 

great? We’ve moved beyond national things, and now  

we’re thinking about all these other types of identities,  

gender, race, and all of these different things.’ But in  

many instances, that culture is just a reflection of the  

values we hold today, and those can shift in the future  

when people will say, ‘Oh what were they thinking?’”

Culture may defy our definitive understanding,  

but that does not make attempting to shape it or 

investigating its historical progression futile. In  

fact, Morawski says, the more questions we end up  

asking, the better. Culture is always in a state of 

flux that touches all of us, whether we’re aware of 

it or not. And when we’re empowered to participate 

in creativity, we realize that we’re all questioning, 

exploring, disassembling, reimagining, dreaming, 

building, and pushing forward together.  

“ It’s bigger than art. We want to  
 get all of these pods within our  
 community crossing over and  
 mixing together.”  

 — Margaret Vega, Painting Professor

Tools of the Trade

This fall, KCAD is introducing two new 
Master of Arts programs designed to 
help students build historical context, 
critical thinking strategies, and  
innovative skills that will empower  
them to better understand and shape 
the world in which they live and create.

MASTER OF ARTS OR CERTIFICATE:  
VISUAL AND CRITICAL STUDIES  
As we negotiate an increasingly complex 
world of visual information, the ability  
to understand it becomes a valuable  
skill. The MA or certificate in Visual and 
Critical Studies will enable graduates 
to reframe knowledge and bring visual 
theoretical expertise to their practice, 
teaching, and research. This theory- 
driven program studies a broad array  
of cultural artifacts and emphasizes 
publishing in peer review journals, and 
can also serve as a springboard to a 
variety of Ph.D. programs. Learn more  
at kcad.edu/mvcs.

MASTER OF ARTS: DESIGN 
The MA in Design program fosters  
creativity, innovation, responsibility,  
and intellectual growth by preparing 
its graduates to meet the challenges 
pursuant to a successful career within 
the professional design world. Through 
collaborative experiences and theory- 
driven coursework, students broaden 
their understanding of the impact of  
design on culture and community,  
thereby promoting responsible  
leadership and emphasizing ethical en-
gagement and social implications  
of design practice. Find out more at  
kcad.edu/made.

An art history student studies a print at GRAM.
 
Albrecht Dürer (German, 1471–1528) The Beast with the Lamb’s Horns,  
from The Apocalypse, c. 1496–1497, woodcut on paper. Grand Rapids  
Art Museum, Gift of Mabel H. Perkins, 1966.2.3An EXPO Collective community art event.

A KCAD student volunteer with Site Studio works  
with students at Cesar E. Chavez Elementary School.

“ Every culture in the world creates  
 some sort of visual culture or  
 objects, so part of what I try to  
 emphasize with the students is  
 that they’re part of a tradition of  
 making that goes back millennia.”  

 — Karen Carter, Art History Professor
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Art Is Every Body 
Art has the power to bridge the gaps between our  
varied experiences of the world. Whatever form  
it takes, art is always created from one point  
of view and experienced from another. Art  
can give us a taste of what it would be  
like to see and feel the world in another  
body, with the biases of another  
mind, or from the perspective  
of a radically different  
social situation. 

by Kevin Buist

   The form and function of our bodies are far from  

uniform, but many of us still think about bodies in a 

very narrow way. DisArt Festival, a new planned biannual  

international art event coming to Grand Rapids this spring,  

aims to use art to expand our perceptions about disability and 

how it exists as a culture. It’s an art event with a strong activist bent.  

The art is not window dressing for the message, however. Contemporary  

art has a unique ability to help us confront our misperceptions, sit with this 

discomfort, and resolve to bring about change. Art can animate a message in 

a way that other political rhetoric cannot.

 There’s a global community of contemporary artists tackling disability in their work, and 

many of them will contribute work to DisArt. The centerpiece of the festival is a major  

traveling exhibition of contemporary art called “Art of the Lived Experiment” (ALE). The 

show, which originated as part of an event in Liverpool, United Kingdom, called DaDa Fest,  

will be making its U.S. premiere at DisArt. ALE features the work of more than 35 notable 

international disability artists. Seven more North American pieces have been commissioned  

by U.S. curator Amanda Cachia, including mixed media and performance. The exhibition 

will be displayed at Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts, The Fed Galleries at KCAD, and 

the Grand Rapids Art Museum.

In addition to ALE, DisArt will feature a wide variety of programming all over the city, 

including a fashion show, a film festival, theatrical and dance performances, additional 

visual art exhibits, lectures, and other family-oriented experiential learning opportunities.  

Dr. Christopher Smit, the director of DisArt and director of Kendall College of Art and Design’s  

Arts and Access Initiative, is working with a dedicated team to ensure there are a wide 

variety of activities for all audiences.

The varied approaches to how art and disability intersect quickly make it apparent that 

disability as a cultural force is far more rich and complicated than most able-bodied  

people realize. Many of us approach disability from a purely medical frame of mind. Smit  

hopes that DisArt challenges this approach, and offers new ways of understanding disability  

within culture. The festival promotes a richer, social model of disability, as opposed to a 

reductive medical model. “What we’re trying to do,” says Smit, “is create a world-class art 

and culture event that also has a pretty strong political mission.”

Speaking about the bias toward seeing disability through a medical lens, Smit says, “We’re  

not denying the medical conditions of disability. What we’re saying is that the medical 

condition is not the only condition that defines the disabled experience. Rather, it is culture,  

it is individual energy, individual stories and narratives that are wrapped up in the human 

condition, not simply the disabled condition. The problem is that when you get into a medical  

model, the only option is healing or health. Enough of us are saying that our lives have 

value without filling the norms of able-bodied imagination.”  
 1. Misfit (Shadow) (detail), by David Lock;  

2. TIM/OWL (detail), by Riva Lehrer; 3. Gold  
Lamé (detail), by Tony Heaton; 4. Christopher Smit,  

Director of DisArt; 5. Magdalene (detail), by Robert Coombs  
6. March Washington, DC, 1990 (detail), by Tom Olin 
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“ [We] are saying that our  lives have value without  
 filling the norms of  able-bodied imagination” 

 — Dr. Christopher Smit, Director of DisArt

1

2 3

4

5

6

The medical model of thinking about disability has its roots in 

the Industrial Revolution. Medicine arose as an industry along 

with other industries that used mass production to increase 

efficiency and propagate sameness. Bodies began to seem 

like machines, with an ideal shape and function, and deviation 

from this norm was seen as a deficiency in need of some form 

of corrective technology. Extending the length and quality of 

life, as medicine often does, is certainly a good thing. But this 

approach is too often uneven, and out of step with cultural  

and personal realities. Smit cites the polio vaccine as an example.  

Preventing future instances of polio was a huge advance, but 

those who already had the disease were left disabled without a  

corresponding cultural response to how to think about the reality  

in which they lived.

We tend to think of disability as something to be feared, cured, 

or pitied. From the perspective of a disabled person, those are 

all pretty terrible options. “I am not disabled only by muscular 

dystrophy,” says Smit, “I am disabled by an ableist imagination.  

And I’m also disabled by architecture, standards of public 

transportation, attitudes in the workplace, all that stuff.” Once 

you realize that disability is something put on you from the 

outside, says Smit, “then you can also say, no, I’m taking it 

back. I’m going to use that queering idea. I’m going to say that 

disability is my identity. It’s something that I can be proud of, 

and it’s something that makes me, me.”

As powerful as this perspective on disability is, it still leaves a 

nagging question: Why an art festival? DisArt exists alongside 

other examples of so-called social practice or activist art—art 

projects that exist to advance a particular political outcome. 

The cause may be noble, but what does an art festival offer 

that direct political action does not? 

An artwork does not force an outcome; an artwork  

forces a confrontation with a truth apart from our  

own. How is the experience of the world different  

in a different body? A different mind? Art forces  

us to accept the limits of our knowledge and  

limits of our own experience of the world. Once  

an artwork brings us into contact with a radically  

different experience, we are changed. Precisely  

how we’re changed is up to us.  

April 10–25, 2015



Samples Aj Cooke, 2015, MFA Painting, oil on canvas, 24"x48"

The arrangement of basic visual information like color and shape depicts an organization of cognition both on an individual  
and a communal level. I am interested in how we structure our world in an epistemological sense that creates meaning 
for both micro and macro by contrasting the organic system or pattern of biology that already exists in humans—such as 
hair, skin, and cells—to a predetermined geometric construct of the grid.

Aj writes an ongoing blog series for KCAD, Points of View, exploring local gallery exhibitions in order to spark an exchange 
of ideas about the art being created and displayed in our community. You can read it at kcad.edu/blog.
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It’s a question that’s been tackled persistently by the  

art and design community over the centuries. The 

same calling that encourages artists and designers 

to mold and reshape their own work sparks an inner 

desire to question their surroundings and propose new  

solutions to the impending problems around them.

 “To me it’s about encouraging people to think beyond  

what they’ve been taught, to think without fear and 

without going back,” says Gayle DeBruyn, Collaborative  

Design Program Chair at KCAD.

Altering culture is not an easy road. But perhaps the  

key to changing the status quo lies in the words of 20th  

century American futurist and novelist Buckminster 

Fuller, who stated, “You never change things by fighting  

the existing reality. To change something, build a new  

model that makes the existing model obsolete.”

Fuller’s philosophy is at the core of the Ellen McArthur  

Foundation, which seeks to build a positive future 

by re-thinking and re-designing our world through 

the framework of a circular economy. The circular 

economic model rejects the world’s current linear 

approach, in which products are made, used, and 

then disposed of, in favor of a system in which every  

part of a product is reintroduced into a regenerative 

process at the end of its life cycle. It’s not just a 

question of incorporating biodegradable material 

into the next generation of washing machines, but 

rather a full systemic change in the way humans 

operate and view the material world, even down to 

how money is printed, says Colin Webster, Education  

Programme Manager at the foundation.

In essence, reframing the argument by introducing a  

new system, such as the circular economy, is the only  

way to enact sweeping cultural changes, because 

systems and behaviors are so ingrained in society. 

 “We want to tell people about opportunities to change  

systems and what those systems are, rather than 

beat them around with a list of problems about the 

present day,” says Webster.

To craft those new systems and conversations, 

initiatives such as Wege Prize—a collaboration 

between KCAD and The Wege Foundation—and the 

Ellen McArthur Foundation’s Disruptive Innovation  

Festival (DIF) have employed design thinking processes  

to reshape the status quo. Wege Prize encourages 

students to think beyond both institutional and 

disciplinary boundaries to solve problems that are 

dubbed “wicked” because of their layered complexity.  

Currently, the competition focuses on the wicked  

problem of introducing the circular economy into  

mainstream society, a mission in alignment with DIF.  

In 2014, the first DIF brought together thought leaders,  

entrepreneurs, and others from around the globe for  

four weeks to collaborate and explore how to reshape  

the world’s economic perspective in a massive open  

online course format.

 “If you want to normalize an idea and way of thinking,  

the only way to do that is to approach the issue on 

several fronts,” Webster says. “DIF and Wege Prize 

are part of that.” 

The circular economy represents a total shift in the  

status quo far beyond the intricacies of macro- and 

microeconomics and transcends the traditional 

notions of recycling. It’s a model that seeks to shape  

a new culture that permeates everything, from 

business to education to everyday life. And at its 

core are creative thinkers. 

By nature, creatives are accustomed to projecting  

their ideas onto the surrounding culture and critiquing  

their vision until it meets their goals. By pulling other,  

normally siloed professions into the process, they 

look to answer the questions needed to move culture  

forward, even if that means disrupting everything 

and anything that’s come before.  

12

Solving Wicked Problems

Now in its second year, Wege Prize has 
transitioned to a national level, opening 
the competition up to any undergraduate 
student in America. This year’s challenge 
was answered by 13 teams, composed 
of 65 undergraduates representing 12 
different colleges and universities from 
across the country, as well as a staggering  
45 different academic disciplines, including  
industrial design, economics, hospitality, 
architecture, civil engineering, biochemistry,  
mathematics, business, psychology, and 
wildlife ecology, to name a few.

Finalist teams presented their solutions to  
a judging panel of industry-leading movers 
and shakers at the final presentation 
and award event at Urban Institute for 
Contemporary Arts (UICA).

Wege Prize 2016, again focused on the 
wicked problem of creating a circular 
economy, will be open to any undergraduate  
student in the world. KCAD and The Wege 
Foundation want to see what happens 
when the planet’s next generation of 
innovative thinkers comes together to 
harness their talents in ways they never 
thought possible.

See this year’s winners and details on next  
year’s competition at wegeprize.org.

Above: Participants consider 
the design solutions found in 
nature by examining a screech 
owl at John Ball Zoo as part of 
a workshop on biomimicry in 
conjunction with Wege Prize.

Changing the Course
Culture is everywhere; in the clothes we buy, the music we love, and the food  
we eat. It encompasses all of the intricate layers of humanity, defining us and 
driving us forward. But what happens when that culture requires a change?

by John Wiegand

Mixin’ It Up 
Natalie Wetzel’s approach to art never fit into a  
tidy  box. The Assistant Professor of Sculpture  
and Functional Art at KCAD originally trained as  
a sculptor, but even as a student, the ways she 
used sculpture in costuming and performance 
pieces tended to blur the lines. 

by Karin Lannon

“I always thought I had to produce a body of objects as my work, and 

everything else would just be extra,” she says. “It wasn’t until I got out 

of school that I finally had the freedom to say everything I do is my 

work. From object-based work to more ethereal performance-based 

art, there are no boundaries.”

That’s a concept Wetzel is encouraging both inside the classroom and 

out. “In my 3D classroom, I’ve invited artists from other disciplines to  

come hang out during our work sessions,” she says. “I very much encourage  

photography in my sculpture class and performance in my 3D class. A lot  

of the students have told me they really appreciate the interdisciplinary  

approach and never realized art could be that way.”

Wetzel also teamed with KCAD Assistant Professor of Photography Leah  

Gose to start an interdisciplinary club for students that they call Interspace.  

 “The club gives them a way to balance the introspective part of their work  

with more collaborative processes and see what the real world is doing 

in contemporary interdisciplinary art and culture. It’s about getting the 

students into the contemporary art process early in their careers.”

In her own work, Wetzel enjoys going beyond her introspective studio 

practice to interact with other artists and musicians. This past holiday 

break, she went on an extended art tour that included making sculpture  

costumes for The Flaming Lips. “I worked with a group of folks called 

the Love Pit, and we all collaborated to make this costume out of blue 

latex gloves,” she says. “It was a lot of work, a lot of fun, and it ended 

up in the encore of The Flaming Lips’ show!”

She adds, “A big goal of mine is to bring what musicians like The Flaming 

Lips and Fever the Ghost are doing into academia. When I was working 

with them on tour, I felt like I was in a contemporary version of  

Andy Warhol’s factory. There’s no talk about interdisciplinary  

work and categorizing things as 2D, 3D, graphic design,  

or sculpture. It’s just about what you need to do  

to get the idea across. That punk rock ‘just  

do it!’ mentality could be a much-needed shot in the arm for the art 

world. That’s something I want to bring to the conversation!”

Wetzel is already mapping out ways to share this experience  

    with KCAD students. “Fever the Ghost is interested in  

       doing a very cohesive body of work based around  

          the album they’re finishing,” she says. “The goal  

           is to make all the visuals, videos, stage show,  

             music, lighting design, and everything 

       about this particular album exceptionally sound 

as if it’s a traveling fine art piece. I want to bring 

Interspace and my students into that world so they can 

get experience helping with props, developing ideas, 

sketching, and storyboarding with the group through 

Skype, then developing their ideas into finished 

work.” As a culmination of the project, she says 

Fever The Ghost will take the finished work on 

tour, with a stop in Grand Rapids so students  

can see the entire performance. “UICA is 

already on board, and we’re taking steps 

toward making that happen,” she says.

She’s also feeding the local art culture with  

another project called The Moon. A renovated 

warehouse that combines studio and living 

space, The Moon includes a darkroom, 

woodworking area, welding area,  

infinity wall, performance space, P.A. 

system, and kitchen. “The entire 

space is like a sculpture,” she says. 

“The idea is to bring musicians 

and visual artists in as residents 

at The Moon. Then we could bring 

in students to network with them, 

see what they’re doing and how 

they can apply their skills in the real 

world, and have a blast doing it.”

From her classroom to Interspace and The 

Moon, the sky’s the limit in terms of creativity. 

“Now it’s just a matter of collaboration, asking 

ourselves what can we do, and pooling resources 

to make that happen,” she says. “I’d love to make 

interdisciplinary art part of not only the KCAD  

culture, but the Grand Rapids culture. I haven’t  

            had anyone say no to  

   me yet!”  

             From top right: Wetzel posing for the Instaglam  
   photo shoot on a Los Angeles rooftop; Instaglam dress;  
Galactic Word Goddess with Turtle Island in Grand Rapids;  
Wetzel on stage with The Flaming Lips and Fever the  
    Ghost in Denver.
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CAMPUS
The Fed Galleries launched 21 Tuesdays, a weekly 
lunchtime series featuring free exclusive weekly 
screenings of episodes from the Art21 series Art 
in the Twenty-First Century, followed by open and 
accessible discussions about the creation and 
consumption of contemporary art.

The Fed Galleries’ ArtPrize 2014 exhibition, “I AM:  
Money Matters,” earned KCAD a second straight 
nomination for the competition’s Outstanding 
Venue Award. Participating artist Sonya Clark’s  
 “The Hair Craft Project” was a co-winner of the 
$200,000 Juried Grand Prize and winner of the 
$20,000 Juried Two-Dimensional award, while 
another participating artist, Máximo González, won 
the $20,000 Juried Three-Dimensional category 
with “Tengo Hambre (I’m Hungry).”

A crowd of 241 KCAD alumni, faculty, staff, and 
community partners celebrated ArtPrize in style 
this past September. Guests mixed and mingled in 
The Fed Galleries before hearing Interim Dean of 
the College Ron Riksen interview Australian artist 
Denis Beaubois, who was featured in KCAD’s ArtPrize 
2014 exhibition, “I AM: Money Matters.”

In February, KCAD launched the pilot version of 
Integrating for Impact, a cutting-edge design 
thinking workshop that empowers individuals or 
organizations working in any imaginable field to 
activate their creativity and discover new and 
powerful ways of solving problems, collaborating 
with others, and driving innovation.

The KCAD Pop-Up Talks series—the brainchild of 
Director of Community Engagement Ken Krayer— 
debuted in August 2014. The series offers  
spontaneous and intimate interactions with some 
of the most ingenious creative talents working 
in art and design today, including designer Tom 
Wedell, colorist Laura Guido Clark, and artist Blaine 
De St. Croix. 

KCAD was able to donate 450 decorated lunch 
bags to Kids’ Food Basket for the organization’s 
Bag Decorating Day. Volunteers representing six 
different student organizations created the bags. 
Student volunteers also created decorations for 
the Kids’ Food Basket holiday tree in the 2014 
Community Tree Awards at the Gerald R. Ford 
Presidential Museum. 

KCAD hosted a National Portfolio Day event in  
October 2014. The event drew 390 registered students,  
and a total of 228 portfolio reviews were conducted. 

The second annual Window Wonderland competition  
again transformed the storefronts of local businesses  
into dazzling displays of creativity by 100 KCAD 
student participants. The team of Alexia Barreiro, 
Alexa Stanton, Colleen Bruce, and Karlyn Osborn 
won first place and $1,000 for their design at Cheeky  
Strut Salon and Spa. Second place and $700 went  
to the team of Amanda Burns and Danielle Obenauf,  
who worked with OneStop Coney Shop. Third place and  
$500 were awarded to the team of Allison Cornwell  
and Kelsey Ballast for their design at Taco Bob’s. 
The team of Chelsea Sawallich and Margaret Farrell  
was given $250 and an Honorable Mention nod for 
their work at Renee Austin Wedding.

KCAD collaborated again with LaughFest 2015  
for a student T-shirt design competition, which 
challenged KCAD students to create original  
designs for the annual comedy event. Sakino  
Tomiura won both first and third places, Megan 
Janowiak won second place, and Abby Archambault  
won fourth place. The winning designs were featured  
on T-shirts for sale during the festival.

STUDENT
ART EDUCATION 
Laura Thomason, Missy Powlak, and Nicole Boysen  
designed lesson plans that are being incorporated 
into artist Mel Chin’s Operation Paydirt initiative. 

Megan Armstrong was a featured presenter at the  
2014 Michigan Art Education Association Conference.

ART HISTORY 
The Art History program sponsored a trip to Chicago  
to see “The Magritte: The Mystery of the Ordinary,” 
an exhibition at the Art Institute of Chicago.

DIGITAL MEDIA 
The Digital Media program collaborated with students  
from Kenowa Hills Middle School to create a mobile  
application called Battling Extinction that educates  
users on the potential extinction of animals.

Students in the Digital Media program are working 
with Grand Rapids-based game development 
company Underbite Games to develop an original 
mobile game called Kaiju Beat.

DRAWING 
Isaac Smith will be  
featured in the upcoming 
exhibition “Face First” at  
the prestigious Manifest 
Gallery in Cincinnati, OH

Jacob Gladfelter was commissioned to create a 
portrait of Grand Rapids Mayor George Heartwell. 

FASHION STUDIES 
Danielle Hoag, Layla 
Jones, Matthew  
Pozsgay, and Rose 
Stone collaborated with  
Program Chair Lori 
Faulkner and 105.3 
HOT FM to create a 
series of “KCAD Style 
Watch” radio spots 
that promoted both 
the Fashion Studies 
program and New York 
City Fashion Week.

ILLUSTRATION 
Alistair Baxter, Amber Heaton, Erica Hansen, Jim 
Towe, Joanna Lenau, Phil Cragin, and Rachel 
Mindes collaborated with patients at Helen DeVos 
Children’s Hospital on a special portrait project. 

Fan Wu was one of only four students nationwide to  
win a Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators  
(SCBWI) Student Illustrator Scholarship in 2014.

Shauna Kappers created the cover of the October 
2014 issue of On the Town magazine.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 
Alison Charnley was named her team’s MVP at 
Grand Rapids Startup Weekend 2015.

Amanda Hargraves, Ben Zuiderveen, Fernando 
Ramirez, Kayla Ita, Wes Keely, and YiYao Wu were 
all part of a team that won the Best Execution 
award at Grand Rapids Startup Weekend 2015. 

Justin Beitzel and Wes Keely participated in a 
project with Spectrum Health Innovations where 
local undergraduates were challenged to design new  
products capable of solving common problems 
within the health care industry’s existing care model.

Karl Hoenshell was featured on the design blog 
Fabbaloo for creating a bust of himself in the 
KCAD FlexLab. 

Ryan Parrish was a part of a team that won the  
Customer Validation award at Grand Rapids Startup  
Weekend 2015. He was also named his team’s MVP. 

INTERIOR DESIGN 
Ashley Newton, 
Elizabeth Burr, 
Emily Markopoulos,  
and Victoria Hayes 
participated in the  
International Interior  
Design Association 
Michigan Chapter’s  
Finish2Fashion 
event. The current 
students were joined  

by alumni Becky Thelen (’09, Interior Design), Jenna  
Fillman (’09, Interior Design), Jessica Griffis (’05,  
Interior Design), Lindsey Rood (’08, Interior Design),  
Luann Cammenga (’13, Interior Design), Melissa 
Powell-Sheppard (’00, Interior Design), Rachel Yarch  
(’12, Interior Design), Renae Hines (’12, Interior 
Design), and Sarah Fall (’11, Interior Design). 
continued next page
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A KCAD Pop-Up talk with artist Julie Schenkelberg.

Interior Design students at the 
Finish2Fashion event.

ALUMNI Q & A

Artwork by  
Isaac Smith

A Fashion Studies student 
recording “KCAD Style 
Watch” at 105.3 HOT FM.

The winning entry in the Window Wonderland Competition.Asking the Right Questions
Digital Media alum Yohan Daza (’08) is on a mission to reverse the culture of bullying with one simple  
question: Y Do You Hate Me? Through an organization of the same name, Daza and youth-success coach  
Jeff Veley combine art, music, engagement, and activism to open minds and inspire action. 

by Kyle Austin 

Q. With Y Do You Hate Me?, you’re trying to change an existing 
culture. What’s the challenge there? 
A: You get a lot of people who think that you can’t. I’ve been 
told since I started that kids are not going to change, that the 
culture’s getting worse. Some of the teachers and therapists I 
talk to don’t understand how technology has changed the way 
kids bully each other. It’s a different monster. It’s also hard 
to find support because people don’t want to admit that it’s 
happening in their schools.

Q: Despite that, the initiative has been going strong for three 
years. What keeps you moving forward?
A: We don’t want to take credit for everything that’s happened 
in the anti-bullying movement, but we’ve started little sparks 
at all the places we’ve gone—schools, concerts, festivals, 
community events. Each time we do an event and see the kids 
respond so well, that keeps us going. We also get emails and 
Facebook messages from students, teachers, and mental 
health professionals who have used our tools and experienced 
change firsthand. 

Q: How does art help you create those sparks?
A: It’s about trying to create bridges—between different ideas,  
different people, different organizations. That’s how you take 
conversations to the next level. With something like bullying, you  
have to address the whole problem, and that means engaging 
kids, adults, and other parts of society that are connected to 
the problem. Art and creativity help you to do that.

When I was a kid, I could look at a painting for hours, asking 
myself “What is this trying to tell me?” Art can mean different 
things to different people, and that actually means it can open 
more doors. That’s why we use things like music, illusions, and  
visual art in our presentations, because they allow us to connect  
with people, especially kids, in ways that we couldn’t if we were  
just talking to them. Art and music open doors that words can’t. 

Q: So how do you move from conversation to action?
A: Many programs raise awareness and stop there. We’re not 
an awareness group, because after you make people aware of 
something, you have to offer them solutions. Jeff developed a 

free online training program for parents and educators, and I’m 
working on writing and illustrating a children’s book on bullying 
that teachers can use in their classrooms and parents can use 
in their homes, because the problem affects all age groups. 

Schools used to teach the Golden Rule, but now many don’t. 
So we show the teachers and students how to take an active 
approach, because role-playing is where they really learn how 
to respond to bullies with kindness. Little by little, it becomes 
natural to behave that way, and to expect that type of behavior 
from others. The children’s book will have a worksheet and other  
tools for parents to use with their kids at home. Kids need those  
tools. They need to learn what to say and not be quiet all the time. 

Q: Bullying exists in different cultures all over the world. Do 
you plan to expand your efforts beyond America?
A: I’ve contacted schools in Chile, where I’m from, and we want 
to do a tour there. Chile’s completely different. There, bullying 
is way more violent and physical than it is here. It’s important 
that we understand that difference, and the context of bullying 
within Chile. Since physical violence is different from having 
your feelings hurt, the kids there will have to learn additional 
skills and how to seek help when they feel unsafe. 

We’ve had opportunities to present in other countries, and every  
country is different. You have to learn the culture. In Chile, the 
kids will be very straightforward. We are making changes to 
our presentation to connect with the culture and the youth. We 
have to change our plan, even the lyrics of some of our music, 
because things don’t always translate well. 

Q: World Peace Ambassador Dr. Clyde Rivers presented you 
with the Golden Rule International Award back in 2013, and 
offered you the chance to speak to the United Nations. Any 
plans to take advantage of that?
A: Yes. We are very excited about the opportunity. Since presenting  
to the U.N. involves talking to many nations at the same time, 
we are continuing our research to learn more about how culture  
affects bullying. That way, we can present our message in a 
way that is easily understood by all nations.   

Alumni pose for the camera at the ArtPrize celebration.
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Dawon Kim took part in a convergence of design 
talent for a great cause at the HKS Design  
Fellowship Midwest. 

The KCAD IIDA student organization volunteered 
at Kids’ Food Basket alongside members of the 
Detroit Red Wings hockey team.

Kaitlin O’Connell won top honors and $300 in the 
Kitchen category of the National Kitchen and Bath 
Association State of Michigan Chapter’s Student 
Design Competition.

A number of students were a part of a collegiate 
collaboration that helped turn an empty lot in Grand  
Rapids into a new Habitat for Humanity home.

MEDICAL ILLUSTRATION 
Emily Ciosek worked as an intern for Thieme, a leading  
global medical illustration textbook publisher.

PAINTING 
Aj Cooke (MFA) has been accepted into two upcoming  
national exhibitions: “Drowning in a Sea of Information”  
at the University of Michigan Stamps School of Art  
and Design’s Work: Ann Arbor gallery, and “Painting  
Now: A Contemporary Painting Exhibition” at Southwest  
University of Visual Arts’ Florence Quarter Gallery in  
Tucson, AZ. Cooke was also accepted into “From Our  
Perspectives: A National Women’s Art Exhibition,” 
a national juried exhibition at The Wallace Smith 
Theatre Gallery at Oakland Community College.

Brianna Baurichter (MFA), Christian Hesler (MFA), 
Melissa Redman (MFA), and Ricardo Gonzalez (MFA)  
were all featured in “Bit Wars: A Tribute to 8-bit and 
16-bit Videogaming,” an exhibition organized by 
Chicago-based arts collective the EXPO Collective, 
of which Gonzalez is a founding member. EXPO 
also recently celebrated the opening of “For the 
Brown Kids,” an exhibition inspired by spoken word 
poetry. Gonzalez also created a mural in the office 
building of Vocalo Chicago, a Chicago-based 
public media service and radio station.

Ricardo Gonzalez (MFA) curated “Borderline,” an 
exhibition that grapples with the physical and fig-
urative barriers that complicate the reality of living 
as a person of color in America. 

Sandra Hansen (MFA) earned 
an Honorable Mention award in 
the Holland Area Arts Council’s  
Michigan Arts: All Media Visual 
Art Competition with her piece 
entitled “Our Beautiful Pollution.”

Shannon McDonell participated in ARTexchange, a 
special networking event at the College Art Associ-
ation annual conference. 

Students in Jay Constantine’s Abstract Painting 
class created a mural in the KCAD Student Commons  
that utilized principles and techniques of abstraction.

PHOTOGRAPHY 
Jonah Rosselot was featured in “Forgotten Memories,”  
an exhibition at Calvin College’s 106 Gallery.

Michaela Faass was a co-juror for the Michigan 
Youth Arts Festival’s Visual Arts Exhibit.

Patrick Schaefer participated in the International 
Interior Design Association Michigan Chapter’s 
Finish2Fashion event.

PRINTMAKING 

Allen Durham, Alex Orlowski, Amanda Berry (MFA),  
Bohan Li (MFA), Eana Egopian (MFA), Emily Cobb 
(MFA), Deb Mattson (MFA), Huaming Wang (MFA), 
Jenna Para, Kayla Karaczewski, Madison May, 
Tut Thol, Whitney Ruhlman, and Xiaolong (Paul) 
Fang (MFA) traveled to Detroit to participate in the 
MidAmerica Print Council, a national printmaking 
conference hosted at Wayne State University. Also 
taking part were Printmaking faculty members 
Anne Wassmann, Anthony Mead, Cynthia Ford, 
Danielle Wyckoff, Mariel Versluis, and Olivia  
Timmons and alumni Roxanne Shea (‘13, Art  
History and Printmaking) and Steven Rainey  
(‘05, Printmaking).

FACULTY & STAFF
Photography Program Chair Adam DeKraker was 
a co-juror for the Michigan Youth Arts Festival’s 
Visual Arts Exhibit. 

Digital Media professor Brad Yarhouse had his 
scholarly paper “A relationship between Harlem 
Renaissance Painter Jacob Lawrence and comic 
book structure” published in the International  
Journal of Comic Art. Yarhouse also helped organize  
the International Animation Day event at KCAD, 
which featured a selection of animated shorts 
from around the world. 

Art Education Program Chair Cindy Todd was named  
Educator of the Year and Higher Education Art 
Educator of the Year for 2014 by the Michigan Art 
Education Association.

Art Education professors Cindy Todd, Donna St. 
John, and Kristen Morrison were all featured 
presenters at the 2014 Michigan Art Education 
Association Conference.

Drawing professor Danielle Wyckoff was featured 
in “Feedback,” the inaugural exhibition at Avenue 
for the Arts’ new headquarters, 307 [work] Space. 

Professor Emeritus David Greenwood is currently 
featured in “Stop Motion,” a solo retrospective 
exhibition at Grand Rapids Art Museum that runs 
through May 17, 2015.

Photography professor Darlene Kaczmarczyk 
wrote an opinion piece on the ArtPrize 2014 Critical  

Discourse event featuring Detroit’s Design 99 that 
was published in The Rapidian. 

Drawing professor Deborah Rockman won a $1,000  
award from the American Civil Liberties Union and 
Fountain Street Church for her ArtPrize 2014 entry,  
 “The Space Between Us (15).” Rockman also 
exhibited eight works from her series entitled “The 
Space Between Us” at the Muskegon Museum of 
Art’s Tuttle Gallery.

Sculpture and Functional Art professor Israel 
Davis was one of 97 artists selected as a finalist 
in the inaugural Zanesville Prize for Contemporary 
Ceramics. Davis was also featured in the publi-
cation Ceramics: Art and Perception, and gave 
a two-day workshop at North Central Michigan 
College focused on screen printing on clay. This 
summer, he will be participating in a three-week 
project residency at the Europees Keramisch 
Werkcentrum in the Netherlands. 

Art History professors Jordan Fenton and Karen 
Carter were featured presenters at the College 
Art Association’s annual conference. Carter was 
featured on a discussion panel entitled “American  
Illustration and the Art Historical Canon,” while 
Fenton chaired a discussion panel entitled “African  
Art and Economics in Urban Spaces.” 

Art History professor Karen Carter recently traveled  
to San Juan, Puerto Rico, to present her scholarly 
paper—“Poster Dénicheurs and the Cultivation of 
Everyday Aesthetics in Fin-de-siècle Paris”—at the  
40th annual 19th Century French Studies Colloquium.

Photography professor Leah Gose participated in a  
panel discussion entitled “Constructing Photography”  
that was conducted at two separate conferences 
organized by the Society of Photographic Education  
(SPE)—one in Murfreesboro, TN, and one in Salt 
Lake City, UT.

Illustration professor Matthew Schenk will be  
featured in the upcoming exhibition “Face First” at 
the prestigious Manifest Gallery in Cincinnati, OH

Sculpture and Functional Art professor Natalie Wetzel  
helped create a music video for Los Angeles rock 
band Black English that was featured on the website  
of Entertainment Weekly. Wetzel also embarked on  
a cross-country trip she dubbed the “Instaglam Tour,”  
where she met and collaborated with a number of 
other creatives, including bands The Flaming Lips 
and Fever The Ghost.

Sculpture and Functional Art professor Paul 
Amenta led a group of students on a trip to Miami, 
FL, where they helped artist Blaine De St. Croix 
install his work at the UNTITLED International 
Contemporary Art Fair.

Metals and Jewelry Design professor Phil Renato 
participated in a panel discussion exploring the 
materiality of 3D printing at “Materialize: 3D Printing  
and Rapid Prototyping,” an exhibition at the Shermer  
Art Center and Museum in Phoenix, AZ. 

Art History professor Tamara Fox presented a 
lecture in response to the documentary film “Art 
and Craft” to ArtPrize ArtClub members. 

Furniture Design professor Vyana Slattery was  
recently featured in the 42nd Annual Celebration of  
the Arts juried exhibition at First United Methodist 
Church in Grand Rapids.

ALUMNI 
Abigail McClung (’13, Graphic Design) has been 
hired by Grand Rapids-based software company 
Dominion Systems as a lead UI/UX (user interface/ 
user experience) designer.

Alexa Edgerton (’12, Graphic Design) has been hired  
by design and advertising studio Rent Control Inc. 

Alexandra Johnson (’14, Illustration), Hannah 
Kennedy (’14, Illustration), and Shannon Mack (’13,  
Illustration/Interior Design) created the covers of 
the June 2014, August 2014, and July 2014 issues 
of On the Town magazine, respectively.

Ally Dorr (’00, Illustration) opened AllyMade, a brick- 
and-mortar shop in Lake Odessa, MI, specializing 
in one-of-a-kind jewelry, beads, and specialty gifts. 

Alyssa Johansson (’14, Photography) has been 
hired as a market assistant and photographer for 
ZZ Performance.

Amanda Carmer (’14, MFA Photography), Brandon 
Alman (’10, Printmaking), and Steven Rainey (’05, 
Printmaking) have added a consignment gallery 
called The Kitchen to Craft House Gallery, a gallery 
and live/work space they operate on Grand Rapids’ 
Avenue for the Arts.  

Angela Tidbal (’11, Digital Media) and Case Silva 
(’10, Digital Media) have been hired as animators 
at Hook Studios in Ann Arbor, MI. 

Ben Biondo (’12, Graphic Design), Matt Fouty (’14, 
Graphic Design), and Travis Martin (’12, Graphic  
Design) have all been hired by branding agency 
160over90. 

Brenda Snell (’14, Digital Media), Brent French (’14,  
Digital Media), Josh Glovak (’14, Digital Media), 
and Pierre Babbit (’14, Digital Media) created a 
new responsive website for the KCAD Flexlab. 

Brooke Wendt (’10, Photography) had her book “The  
Allure of the Selfie: Instagram and the New Self 
Portrait” published by the Institute of Network Cultures.

Christopher Bergelin (’68, Furniture Design), 
Michael Warren (’81, Furniture Design), Noah 
Packard (’05, Furniture Design), and Taylor West 

(’05, Furniture Design) each won awards at the 
American Society of Furniture Designers’ 19th 
Annual Pinnacle Awards. 

Cody Sielawa (’12, Digital Media) has been hired 
as a visual designer at Google. 

Donna Karadsheh (’14, Graphic Design) had a 
portfolio of her photography work published in the 
Fall 2014 issue of Photographer’s Forum magazine. 

Elizabeth Wesley (’13, Interior Design) was named 
to the National Kitchen and Bath Association’s 
annual “30 under 30” list. 

Emily May (’14, Interior Design), Jessica Bain 
(’12, Interior Design), Jessica Griffis (’05, Interior 
Design), Luanne Cammenga (’13, Interior Design), 
Melissa Powell-Sheppard (’00, Interior Design), 
and Sarah Fall (’11, Interior Design) joined Kids’ Food  
Basket in fighting childhood hunger by helping  
pack sack suppers for area children in need. The  
project was coordinated by Interior Design professors  
Lee Davis and Tara McCrackin.

Erica Lang (’14, Printmaking) and Nicky Sczesny 
(’14, Illustration) had their work featured in KCAD’s  
 “Art in the Airport” exhibition at Gerald R. Ford 
International Airport. 

Gregory Johnson (’11, MFA Painting) has been 
hired by the University of Wisconsin to teach all 
of the art courses offered at the university’s UW 
Richland Center.

Gwen O’Brien (’97, Graphic Design) has been 
tapped to become the chair of AIGA’s President’s 
Council in June 2015. O’Brien was also a finalist for 
the Grand Rapids Business Journal’s Top Women- 
Owned Businesses Award.

Heather Duffy (’12, MFA Painting) was featured in 
“Feedback,” the inaugural exhibition at Avenue for 
the Arts’ new headquarters, 307 [work] Space.

Isaac Daniels (’14, Graphic Design) has been hired  
by art and technology agency Visual Supply Company. 

Jacob Blok (’13, Furniture Design), Josh McVety 
(’12, Furniture Design), and Rebecca DeGroot (’14, 
Art Education/Sculpture and Functional Art) were 
featured in the exhibition “Branching Out” at the 
Muskegon Museum of Art.

Jaime Ekkens (’07, Digital Media) released a self-
made independent short film called “A Life With 
Aspergers” that has been screened internationally 
at over 30 festivals and has won five awards.

Jake Richardson (’05, Graphic Design) was featured  
in the Istanbul Design Biennial’s “Mapmakers 
Manifesto” exhibition, curated by Stamen Design in 
San Francisco, CA.

James LaCroix (’10, Photography) was featured in a  
solo exhibition at Urban Institute for Contemporary 
Arts entitled “Portraits by James LaCroix.” 

Jason Rogers (’08, Drawing) won a $1,000 award 
from Fountain Street Church for his ArtPrize 2014 
entry, “Last Supper in D.P.R.K.”

Jason Westlake (’08, Illustration) has been hired 
as a graphic designer by BERLINE Advertising, 
Marketing, and Digital Communications.

Jennifer Gustafson (’10, Digital Media) has been hired  
as a 3D artist at Idol Minds Game Development in 
Louisville, CO. 

Joey Ruiter (’00, Industrial Design) was featured  
in the September 2014 issue of Metropolis Magazine. 

John Mosher (’06, Painting) recently accepted a 
tenure-track position at Salisbury University in  
Maryland, teaching web design and digital foundations.

Josh Ellingson (’99, Graphic Design) was 
commissioned by San Francisco-based fashion 
company Upper Playground to help commemorate 
its 15th anniversary with an original T-shirt design. 

Justin Webb (’06, Painting) was selected to exhibit  
work as part of the 37th Annual Wind Challenge 
Exhibition Series at The Fleisher Art Memorial in 
Philadelphia. 

Katie Harney (’09, Interior Design) won a 2014 
Grand Rapids Neighborhood Business Award for 
Best Interior Renovation for DENYM, an upscale 
retail store she recently opened. 

Katie Zychowski (’11, Photography) has been named  
UICA’s new Marketing and Communications Coordinator. 

Kayley Elder (’13, Graphic Design) has been hired 
by California-based property marketing company 
Ruhm Luxury Marketing. 

Kelly Allen (’08, MFA Drawing) has opened Wisemaker, 
a creative reuse store that’s part of Grand Rapids 
maker space The Geek Group. 
continued next page 
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Jay Constantine’s Abstract Painting class. 

Video still from “Hold On” by Black English.

Furniture designed by Christopher Bergelin. Work by Jake Richardson

Photography by Donna Karadsheh.

“The Space Between Us (15),” Deborah Rockman

Printmaking students at the MidAmerica Print Council 
national printmaking conference.

Artwork by  
Sandra Hansen.

Work by Justin Webb.
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Kenneth Cadwallader (’96, Illustration) has been 
named President of the Oil Painters of America 
(OPA), a not-for-profit organization representing 
more than 3,600 artists throughout the United 
States, Canada, and Mexico.

Larissa Cleveland (’06, Photography) photographed  
a 1930s-themed wedding at Lake Tahoe’s Squaw 
Valley Ski Resort that was named one of the city’s 
Top Five Weddings of 2014 by wedding blog Tahoe 
Unveiled.

Lori McElrath-Eslick (’81, Illustration) received  
the 2014 Magazine Merit Honor Certificate for  
Illustration from the Society of Children’s Book 
Writers and Illustrators.

Louise Ahrendt (’87, Illustration) had the mural 
she painted on the bathroom wall of Hot Doug’s, a 
landmark hot dog restaurant in Chicago, featured 
on social media by the Art Institute of Chicago.

Margaret Schieffer (’10, Digital Media) and Matt 
Taylor (’10, Digital Media) have both been hired by 
Freshlook Video. 

Michael Hetu (’09, Illustration), who currently works  
on the KCAD Admissions team, penned an article on  
KCAD Photography professor Darlene Kaczmarczyk’s  
art-filled Grand Rapids home; the article was  
published on the website Apartment Therapy. 

Michael Nashef (’06, Metals and Jewelry Design) has  
released Intersecting Hearts, an original collection 
of bridal jewelry.

Miranda Krajniak (‘06, Drawing), executive director  
of UICA, was appointed to the Michigan Humanities  
Council by Governor Rick Snyder. Krajniak was also 
named to the Grand Rapids Business Journal’s 
annual “40 Under 40” list.

Nathan Heuer (’08, MFA Drawing) had a solo  
exhibition entitled “Fallow Ground” featured at 
Penn State University’s McLanahan Gallery. 

Nick Stockton (‘03, Photography) and Nick Stygstra  
(’06, Graphic Design), founders of local repurposed  
goods company Teamwork, were featured in Rapid 
Growth Media’s guide to shopping hyper-local for 
the holidays. 

Nicolas Sanchez (’09, Painting) was one of three 
artists featured in the New York Academy of Art’s 
2014 Fellows exhibition.

Nolan Nasser (’14, Digital Media) completed a 
series of illustrations for TCG, publishers of Magic: 
The Gathering. 

Peter Jacob (’05, Furniture Design) debuted a new  
furniture collection he designed in collaboration 
with luxury upholstery company Wesley Hall at the 
High Point Market in North Carolina.

Pierre Babbit (’14, Digital Media) has been hired as  
a digital media designer by full-service advertising 
agency VML.  

Rob Jackson (‘89, Illustration), creative director at  
Extra Credit Projects, was tapped by Michigan State  
University to brand their Golden Gala celebration in 
East Lansing. 

Salvador Jiménez (’14, MFA Drawing) had three 
of his pieces acquired for the Grand Rapids Art 
Museum’s permanent collection. Jiménez was 
also featured in “Border Crossings,” an exhibition 
held at the National Museum of Mexican Art during 
Expo Chicago.

Sam Iannamico (’14, Photography) has been hired 
as a photographer for the Grand Rapids Griffins. 

Staci Dartis (’10, Digital Media) has been hired as a  
digital artist at Gannett Publishers in Indianapolis. 

Steve Heneveld (’06, Digital Media), who works 
as a director for Dreamworks Animation, was part 
of the team that brought the new Netflix original 
series “All Hail King Julien” to life. 

Steve Schultz (’12, Graphic Design) has been hired  
by LA-based skateboard company The Berrics.

Taylor Mazer (’12, Illustration) was featured in the  
 “Regional Showcase: Michigan” exhibition at the 
prestigious Manifest Gallery in Cincinnati, OH 

Tess Tobolic (’14, Medical Illustration) has been doing  
extensive freelance work for Thieme, an industry- 
leading global medical illustration textbook publisher.

Wayne C. Newton (’08, MFA Photography) was 
featured in a solo exhibition at the Flora Kirsch 
Beck Gallery inside Alma College’s Clack Art Center.

Zachary Lownds (’08, Industrial Design), who 
works as a senior industrial designer at Whirlpool, 
designed the Torrent blender for KitchenAid. 

IN MEMORIAM
The President’s Office was notified of the passing of  
Harley Wagner, a 1957 graduate of the Graphic Design  
program, known then as Visual Communication, and  
former professor at KCAD. The following is from his 
obituary on MLive. “After a lifetime spent making the  
world a more beautiful place through his art, design,  
and spirit, Harley passed away on October 1, 2014, 
leaving family and friends behind to marvel over 
his life and mourn his departure. Celebrating his 
life and mourning his loss are Donna Wagner, his 
wife of 55 years; daughters Lauren Wagner and 
Margo (James) Goetzka; and granddaughters 
Morgan Elizabeth and Grace Renee Goetzka.” 

The President’s Office was notified of the passing 
of Jack F. Coon, a 1951 graduate of the Interior 
Design program. 

The President’s Office was notified of the passing 
of Julie K. Jensen, a 2010 graduate of the Interior 
Design program. Tara McCrackin, Interior Design  
Program Chair, remembers the impact Jensen had  
as a student, saying, “Julie had a creative, inventive,  
and playful approach to design that was always a 
delightful contrast to her quiet and introspective 
demeanor. Julie approached her design projects 
with curiosity and wonder, which led her to unique 
solutions that stood apart from her peers. Her  
quiet determination, passion for creative and  

comprehensive solutions, and eye for detail helped  
her bring innovative solutions to her clients after 
she graduated, and her work lives on at various  
retail and residential locations in Grand Rapids.” 
The college would like to extend special thanks to 
the Jensen family for their memorial gift, which 
supported the purchase of a four-book series for 
the library called “Interior Design and Architecture: 
Critical and Primary Sources,” a vital resource for  
Interior Design and Architecture students. Memorial  
bookplates have been placed in each of these four 
books to honor Julie’s life and memory.

The President’s Office was notified of the passing of  
Jan Vonk, a former professor and dean of the college.  
Jan taught at Kendall from 1966 until his retirement  
in December 2004. During those 38 years, he touched  
KCAD in profound and lasting ways: through the many  
students he taught; through the way he exemplified  
 “collegiality” in his relationships with the faculty and  
staff; through his service as dean of KCAD; through  
his leadership of the KCAD Faculty Association; 
through the key role he played in the design of the  
fourth floor, now home to Graphic Design; and 
through the significant planning process he led in 
the early stages of KCAD’s acquiring of what was 
then known as the Federal Building. The college 
would like to extend special thanks to Kathy Vonk 
and family for starting the Jan G. Vonk Endowed  
Scholarship to help support student success in  
the Graphic Design program.
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GALLERY NEWS
The Fed Galleries @ KCAD  Woodbridge N. Ferris Building  |  17 Pearl NW  |  Grand Rapids, MI  Admission free; open to the public.  

Gallery Hours DisArt Festival Hours: Tues–Fri: 11am–8pm  |  Sat–Sun: 11am–6pm
  Exhibition Week Hours: Tues–Fri: 11am–8pm  |  Sat: 11am–6pm
  Summer Hours: Wed, Fri, Sat: 11am–6pm  |  Thurs: 11am–8pm

DisArt Festival  Art of the Lived Experiment (ALE) April 10–July 25, 2015
 “Art of the Lived Experiment” (ALE) is a large-scale exhibition conceived by DaDaFest International, based  
in the U.K., which explores change, adjustment, and transmutation in the lives of disabled people, including  
progressions of technology as well as social perceptions and experiences of disability. The U.S. premiere 
of ALE follows its presentation in Liverpool, England, in Fall, 2014. It will be jointly exhibited at KCAD, the 
Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts, and Grand Rapids Art Museum during the DISART Festival.

UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS:  MFA Thesis Exhibition and Excellence Awards Exhibition  May 5–May 30, 2015
Learn more at kcad.edu/galleries

Longspot
Brian Catling

Work by Nicolas Sanchez.

The KCAD Alumni Association Board invites you to attend a

PRIVATE RECEPTION AND VIEWING
of KCAD’s Annual Student Exhibition.

Wednesday, May 6, 2015  |  6:00–8:00 pm

Mix & Mingle with fellow KCAD VIPs in the Woodbridge N. Ferris building,  
Decorative Arts Corridor (17 Pearl St. NW, Grand Rapids, MI) while enjoying  
KCAD’s Excellence Award and MFA Thesis exhibitions in The Fed Galleries.

Docent tours of the entire student exhibition will be available  
at 4:30 pm, prior to this reception. Tours will gather in the lobby  
of the Woodbridge N. Ferris Building. Attendees must select the  
docent tour ticket option during registration if they would like to 
participate in a docent tour.

RSVP via the Eventbrite website at  
kcadvip2015.eventbrite.com by April 29, 2015.

Questions? Contact Jill Schneider at 616-451-2787, ext. 1150.

WHY YOUR  
SUPPORT  
MATTERS

Currently, 96% of the Kendall College of Art 

and Design of Ferris State University (KCAD) 

student body is supported by some form of 

financial assistance from federal, state, and/

or institutional aid funding sources. It is the 

college’s goal to inspire, equip, and release 

talented and sincere students out into the 

world to pursue sustainable impact with little 

to no student debt. We cannot reach this goal 

without the financial support of our alumni 

and friends. 

We hope that as an alumnus, friend, and/or 

supporter of KCAD that you might consider 

making a gift to support student scholarships 

at KCAD today. Your generous gift, of any 

amount, will enable future KCAD students to 

see their education as a path to limitless  

possibility instead of a financial burden.

Visit kcad.edu/giving to donate today.

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR DONORS  
The support of the individuals, companies, and foundations below have made it  
possible for Kendall College of Art and Design of Ferris State University to continue  
to push the envelope with collaborative projects and new programs and facilities, 
as well as scholarship opportunities. 

For this we are eternally grateful! 

$100,000 and Up 
Daniel and Pamella DeVos Foundation 
The Frey Foundation 
The Meijer Foundation

$50,000 to $99,999 
Steelcase Foundation

$25,000 to $49,999

$10,000 to $24,999 
Jerryll Habegger 
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Keller

$1,000 to $9,999 
Carrie Bertsch Bleile and Loras Bleile 
Conduit Studios 
Grand Rapids Public Museum 
Anita Gilleo 
The Korff Foundation 
Progressive AE

Up to $1,000  
Bissell, Incorporated 
Marguerite Bowen 
The Cakabakery, LLC 
Rachel Chandler 
Citizen Shirt, LLC 

Comfort Research, LLC 
CompuCraft Technology Solutions 
Designtex 
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Harbert 
Elizabeth Hawkins 
Haworth, Incorporated 
Herman Miller, Incorporated 
Nancy Huettel 
Dirk Hoffius 
International Housewares Association 
Izzy Design 
K2 Creative Design 
Paul Karr 
Maharam Fabric Corporation 
Clair Merrill 
Bruce Mulder 
Teamwork Bags 
Dr. Luis Tomatis and Gretchen Minnhaar 
Via Design Incorporated 
Brewery Vivant 
Wolverine Worldwide, Incorporated 
Diane Zeeuw

 **Based on gifts to Kendall College of Art and  

Design of Ferris State University donated  
between July 1, 2013, and June 30, 2014.

2014–15 SCHOLARSHIPS
Friends of the Michigan State Fair Scholarship  
Kristen Lee, Painting

Robert Bergelin Scholarship  
Stephen Brom, Illustration

Joe Withers Endowed Scholarship  
Victoria Hays, Interior Design

Joe Withers Endowed Scholarship  
Sara Plambeck, Industrial Design

J.R. Newton Endowed Scholarship  
Dustin Payne, Industrial Design

Industrial Design Endowed Scholarship  
Justin Beitzel, Industrial Design

Vansteenberg Endowed Scholarship  
Amar Dzomba, Graphic Design  

T.J. Amick Memorial Scholarship  
Eric Schroeder, Furniture Design

Tower Pinkster Interior Design Endowed Scholarship  
Jena Glazier, Interior Design

Allesee Metals/Jewelry Endowed Scholarship  
Elaine Zheng, Metals/Jewelry

Brian Rizzi Memorial Scholarship  
Samantha Conway, Metals/Jewelry  

WHAT (Women Doing Art Together) Scholarship  
Sarah Vultaggio-Edington, Graphic Design

Grand Rapids Furniture Designers Scholarship  
Nicole Paparelli, Furniture Design
If you would like more information on how to endow a scholarship and 
support student success, please contact Jill Schneider at 616-451-2787, 
ext. 1150 or jillschneider@ferris.edu.

Individuals with disabilities who require special accommodations to participate should contact the KCAD President’s Office at 616-451-2787 ext. 1200 at least 72 hours in advance.
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Think globally about culture 

I challenge all to take pause as they create, to peel back the layers of 

one’s creations and endeavor to identify the nuances (both local and 

global) within one’s work. In unraveling the layers of culture in your own 

work, one is better aware of how the individual not only breathes life into 

culture but also how the global experience shapes one’s own complex 

configurations.    

Experience cultures local and afar 
Try one of the following and free-write and/or sketch about how it made 

you think about your own work, beliefs, ideas, social structures, and lives 

differently; send to kcadcommunications@ferris.edu for possible posting 

on the blog:

 • Talk to someone from a different background

 • Experience a foreign film, cuisine, and/or music

 • Travel (anywhere!) See the study away opportunities at KCAD:  

  www.kcad.edu/programs/overseas/

 • Study an artist, designer, and/or architect from a different country

 • Visit an exhibition featuring a global issue or concern Visit the GRAM  

  to see “Edward Burtynsky: Water,” open until April 26 , 2015.  

  Burtynsky, a Canadian photographer, explores humanity’s  

  relationship with its most vital natural resource: water.

 • Visit a nonprofit or community center you would not  

  normally frequent

 • Read a nonfiction book about anything opening you to a different  

  culture or way of thinking Check out “Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a  

  World of Strangers” by Kwame Anthony Appiah, or read an essay  

  adapted from it that was published in the New York Times: “The Case  

  for Contamination,” www.nytimes.com/2006/01/01/ 

  magazine/01cosmopolitan.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0

PEELING BACK THE LAYERS OF CULTURE  
Jordan Fenton, Art History Professor

HOMEWORK


